TYSL Guidelines for Game Rescheduling Requests
A weeknight standardized schedule is posted before the season to
show when each age group will play during the week. Weekend
schedule will likely vary week-to-week. Teams will play 1 game the
same weeknight every week (in Fall, when daylight permits), and 1
game every weekend. There will be exceptions for age groups with
odd-number teams.
There is NO carryover of standardized schedule from season to season.
Game rescheduling requests will be CONSIDERED for the following reasons ONLY:
[a] a DIRECT conflict for a coach coaching multiple teams
[b] school/religious/scout activities that cause the team to not have 5/6/8/11 players
for a game.
A Coach’s personal conflict is NOT a basis for requesting rescheduling. For these
situations please ask a parent to sub-coach.
For a variety of reasons, this season’s schedule is EXTREMELY tight. There is a nextto-zero probability that games canceled as a result of referee no-show or poor
weather/field conditions will get rescheduled. Other than requests for reasons [a] or [b]
above, there is NO guarantee that TYSL will accommodate the rescheduling
request. For referee no-show please arrange to have 1 or 2 parents to officiate the
game.
Please note the instructions below when making a game rescheduling request.
1) All requests, questions, comments or concerns please e-mail
tyslgamerescheduling@gmail.com. A request must contain and comply with the
following 2) – 6) in order to be considered.
2) Requesting team/age, and game#/date/time, of the game to be rescheduled “from.”
3) Requesting reschedule-“to” date/time/field, which can only be open slots in the
Master Schedule at the time of submission. Multiple options are encouraged, as
“first choice”may have already been taken before the Master Schedule is updated.
4) Reason for the request – [a] or [b] above, and if [b] provide detailed info.
5) With the opposing coach’s consenting e-mail attached, and with the opposing
coach CC’d on the requesting e-mail.
6) All above completed at least 1 week in advance of both “from” and “to” dates.
7) Games that TYSL are able to reschedule will show up in the updated Master
Schedule. NO guarantee on confirmation or denial e-mail.
8) After the season starts, Master Team Schedule will NOT be updated. The “Field”
master schedule will be updated on an as-needed basis.
9) Coaches cannot cancel a game under any circumstances! The only exception is
when there is a tornado or thunderstorm warning at the time of game in Troy.
10) Do not reschedule games between the coaches or with the referee – they WILL be
treated as a forfeit for both teams. Questions, comments or concerns please email
tyslgamerescheduling@gmail.com.

